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INTRODUCTION 
The automated inspection of parts is a common application of machine vision (MV).  Fig. 1 shows a 
typical MV-based system for automated inspection and sorting.  When the part is in the correct position, a 
camera is used to acquire an image of the part for processing with computer-based image analysis and 
classification software.  Most sorting applications are binary in nature, where a part is either accepted or 
rejected on the basis of an easily recognizable feature such as size, shape or color.  The subject of this 
project is a non-binary sorting problem where the ‘part’ is 5 different kinds of plastic gears.  
 
OBJECTIVE 
Design, assemble and test a table top MV-based system for the automated sorting of small parts.  The 
apparatus will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of different feature selection and classification 
algorithms for the MV system.  
 
APPARATUS COMPONENTS 

- Vision Builder software running on a PC (using basic template matching algorithm) 
- Smart (greyscale) camera with red DF ring light (or spot lights ?) 
- Camera that sends commands (directly ?) to Arduino, which controls sorting mechanism 
- Optical proximity sensor to trigger camera 
- Optical proximity sensor to trigger sorter 
- Parts will be gears on a “mini” conveyor 

 
PROJECT TASKS AND QUESTIONS 

- Design a sorting mechanism for 5 bins (electric, not pneumatic as seen in 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmHBNzkZvKU ) 

- Assemble the machine vision system with conveyor (table top, as per Fig. 2) 
- See if smart camera can talk directly to the Arduino 
- How fast can you go ? 
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Fig. 1.  Existing conveyor with MV system. 

 

Fig. 2.  Potential mini table top conveyor. 


